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Abstract. Most museums use printed methods to support indoor navigation
and visitor engagement strategies. However, modern museum visitors’ needs are
not always met using static and conventional approaches, which are commonly
employed in today’s museums. This paper investigates how indoor wayﬁnding
and visitor engagement in the museum might be improved through interactive
augmented reality. We designed “MRsive”, a handheld Augmented Reality
(AR) tool using a user-centered design approach. The ultimate goal is twofold:
the ﬁrst is to simplify the required cognitive effort in navigating the museum
space, and the second goal is to boost visitor engagement with museum artifacts
through multisensory interaction. MRsive uses computer vision tools to read
visual features in the space and achieve accurate indoor positioning of the
directions and virtual cues anchored in the physical space. To evaluate our
design, we followed a human-centered design approach. We conducted user
testing at the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) followed by semi-structured
interviews. The observations and answers of participants showed a considerable
improvement in the speed, accuracy and ease-of-use when completing a
wayﬁnding or engagement task. We hope our ﬁndings and discussion will
contribute to the future development of this system and other AR tools that may
improve wayﬁnding in complex indoor spaces and engagement with points of
interest in other indoor environments.
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1 Introduction
First-time visitors commonly get lost in museums and experience spatial anxiety and
challenges related to maintaining a strong understanding of many artifacts. This is often
alleviated when having a guided tour that involves navigation to the artifact, multisensory engagement, and close observation of the art. However, in contrast to this,
visitors generally rely on signs and printed maps. In the case of complex museums, this
navigation would require considerable spatial reasoning and decision making, referred
to as wayﬁnding. Allen [1] deﬁnes wayﬁnding as “purposeful movement to a speciﬁc
destination that is distal and, thus, cannot be perceived directly by the traveler”.
According to the Society for Experiential Graphic Design (SEGD) wayﬁnding aids
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refer to the tools used to facilitate this decision-making such as maps, direction signs,
and navigational assistants [2]. Using such wayﬁnding tools involves different cognitive processes [3] that normally add to the museum visitor’s spatial anxiety. Reading
maps, for example, requires mental rotation of 2D objects and identiﬁcationof symbols
while matching the map to the environment [4]. This process gets more complicated in
complex spaces and affects the speed and accuracy of navigation. Signage is another
static wayﬁnding method that is time-consuming to interpret. It highly depends on the
placement of signs, the clarity of text and design, and the level of complexity of
pictograms [5]. Due to the digital advancement, mobile applications have started being
introduced to the visitor experience in museums since 2009 [6] which offered new
possibilities of communications between the museum and the visitor. Although the
digital capacities of the mobile phone were leveraged toward wayﬁnding, indoor
positioning of the user was the biggest limitation, as GPS signals are weak and inaccurate in enclosed places.
Further, the engagement with art in museums generally depends on simple written
exhibition information which at times limit the visitor’s understanding of the background or history behind each exhibit. Audio navigation guides provide more freedom
to the visitor. They verbally describe the historical background of the arts of interest
that are manually selected. However, they have an impact on the navigation process
and risk being unsynchronized with the navigator’s position and their line of sight.
There has been a recent interest from museums to target Gen Y (1982–2002) known as
the net generation [7], as Gen Y visitors prefer to interact with exhibits as opposed to
being passive participants in the experience and expect instant gratiﬁcation [8].
In our proposed approach, we unpack the beneﬁts of augmented reality and its
potential future development to provide both wayﬁnding and engagement in museum
spaces. Through visual tracking, a dynamic indoor positioning is achievable as well as
a digital and interactive engaging experience with the art. This approach attempts to
further contribute toward addressing new visitors’ needs and interests.

2 Related Work
Several indoor navigation systems using augmented reality have been proposed over
the last few years. These systems utilize different indoor positioning techniques to
localize and anchor content, which is divided into two approaches. The ﬁrst approach is
wireless connectivity using wireless technologies such as GSM, WLAN, Bluetooth,
among others. INSAR [9], for example, uses the Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting technique and
does not require an external server achieving a fast performance. However, the fluctuation in the positioning accuracy makes this technique unsuitable for a complex and
precise augmented reality display. The second approach is visual tracking which can be
marker based, markerless, or extensible tracking. Kim et al. [10] developed an AR
application that relied on scanning markers at every decision point in the wayﬁnding
(and navigation) process. While this achieved much more accurate results than wireless
tracking, it is debatable if an experience that heavily relies on repetitively and manually
scanning visual markers could provide a user-friendly navigation.
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When it comes to encouraging visitor engagement, Various museums have recently
incorporated AR features to interact with the art. For example, the Street Museum
application in the Museum of London [11] allows visitors to overlay images from the
museum’s photography collections on present-day London street scenes. The Van
Gogh Museum (Amsterdam, the Netherlands) uses AR to assist visitors to visualize xrays, infrared and ultraviolet captures on top of original paintings [12]. The “ReBlink”
at the AGO (Toronto, Canada) is another recent and good example of a successful AR
application and exhibition. It allows visitors to view traditional paintings in a recontextualized modern twist. While the ReBlink project succeeded in drawing a lot of
attention to the museum by providing a modern look at the art [13], it was not aimed
toward deepening the understanding of the original exhibits.

3 Designing MRsive
Tosolve the spatial anxiety and disconnection from the arts in a museum setting it is
important to track the visitor’s indoor position and orientation and detect the art they
are looking at or interested in throughout their visit. Following a user-centered design
approach, we propose MRsive, an AR solution that uses hand-held augmented reality,
with computer vision tools for tracking and localization, as input to display virtual
directions accurately anchored in the physical space to lead visitors to their destination.
To bring exhibits to life and to enhance engagement, the system recognizes the artifact
through visual detection of different feature points. The art is then activated by different
multisensory interactions such as 3D virtual objects, animations, text, sound and
vibrations to invite the visitors into a deeper engagement and understanding of the art.
3.1

System Overview

MRsive’s system overview as shown in Fig. 1 is divided between input and output
(horizontally) and between wayﬁnding and engagement (vertically). The prototype was
developed using Unity 3D and exported to an iPhone, leveraging the camera positioning system, and the Placenote and Vuforia SDKs for localization and anchoring
content during the wayﬁnding and engagement activities.
Wayﬁnding. Visual Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (vSLAM) [14] uses
computer vision to triangulate and track thousands of points related to surface landmark
features in the physical environment. This allows the system to provide an accurate
pose estimation of the handheld device’s viewpoint across a wide range of viewpoints
in the scene. Similarly, the Placenote SDK uses the camera to collect different depths in
the space through the detection of feature points. It generates a 3D point cloud and
vertical and horizontal planes that are imported to Unity and used as a reference to the
real world before accurately anchoring the directional cues in the 3D space as AR
objects (see Fig. 2).
Engagement. To bring art to life, the Vuforia SDK uses the artwork as visual markers
that trigger an AR multisensory interaction. Those exhibits are saved as image marker
targets in Vuforia and are detectable by the system’s camera. We used a painting called
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Fig. 1. MRsive’s system architecture. (Left) Input architecture for wayﬁnding in grey, and
engagement in white. (Right) AR outputs for wayﬁnding in grey and engagement in white.

Fig. 2. 3D point cloud and planes representing the scan of the real world. (Obtained using the
placenote SDK). Other AR objects are manually added to the model in unity.

“The Storm” as an example. When the painting is detected, MRsive triggers visual,
auditory and haptic responses related to the artwork, toward a more engaging study of
the exhibit.
3.2

User Experience

The visitors are provided with different navigation interfaces as shown in Fig. 3. First,
the visitor chooses their point of interest on the map or from a list of destinations
(Fig. 3(a)). Then, the camera opens and invites the user to scan the space around to
identify the indoor localization (Fig. 3(b)). Behind the scenes, MRsive compares the
different depths and feature points of the live view with the 3D model of the space
already saved on the Placenote’s database. The difference calculated between those two
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models enables the system to identify the coordinates and rotation of the visitor’s
device relative to the 3D space. Once MRsive ﬁnds the visitor’s position, virtual and
animated arrows appear on the ground level leading the user, turn by turn, to the
location of the previously selected destination. To support a better understanding of the
space, a dynamic track-up 2D map with a pin in the middle is shown on the corner of
the display during this experience (Fig. 3(c)). Once arrived at the desired destination,
the visitor is capable to augment the exhibits by scanning them. The scan of “The
Storm” for example triggers the display of different virtual graphics such as 3D
graphics, images and text that describe and complement the art (Fig. 3(d)). Moreover, a
soundscape and a haptic response are triggered as well. The soundscape of wind,
thunder, rain, and even the sound of the steps of a distant shepherd play in the
background while the phone vibrates every time the sound of thunder plays.

Fig. 3. MRsive screenshots by order of user-flow: (a) Destination selection; (b) Scanning to
localize the space; (c) AR wayﬁnding directions; (d) Interaction with ‘The Storm’.

4 Evaluation
To test the usability of our system we conducted user testing with 12 participants that
have never been to the AGO. The evaluation was divided between a wayﬁnding
experiment and an engagement experiment and included observation of the participants’ interaction with MRsive in the space followed by semi-structured interviews.
For the wayﬁnding experiment, participants were asked to locate and navigate to
the same destination by ﬁrst using any traditional, pre-existing wayﬁnding aids
available at the AGO, and then using MRsive, to qualitatively compare the results. On
average, it took participants 111 s less to complete the task when using MRsive; a
signiﬁcantly shorter duration. Participants were also asked to evaluate how intuitive
they found both approaches by rating them on the Likert scale of 1 to 10, where 1
means not intuitive at all and 10 means extremely intuitive. Figure 4 shows the signiﬁcant difference between the ratings and conﬁrms the observations which noted
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frustration when using static approaches, which is contrasted against the conﬁdence
displayed when using our approach. Even though most participants complained from
navigating the space while holding a phone, they were impressed with the easiness of
the AR approach and commended the top view map at the corner of the screen as it
followed their orientation and localization accurately during their navigation from
origin to destination.

Fig. 4. Wayﬁnding scores in both approaches. MRsive’s scores ranged between 5 and 9 while
static wayﬁnding aids were rated between 1 and 6.

For the engagement experiment, participants were asked to interact with “The
Storm” painting using our system after attempting to read the label next to it and
engage with it. Through the think-aloud method, most participants expressed feelings
of surprise and excitement when using MRsive, and they appeared totally focused and
immersed in what they could see, hear and feel. Participants mentioned that the
information gave the art more context. Three participants mentioned that the audio
helped them notice the shepherd and sheep which were small details for them to notice.
When compared to the traditional aids, the engagement with the painting through the
multisensory interactions was, on average, four times longer than simply reading the
label and looking at it with no aids. On the Likert scale of 1 to 10, Participants rated
MRsive signiﬁcantly higher than what they rated the static approach for engagement
(see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Engagements scores of both approaches. MRsive’s scores ranged between 8 and 10
while static engagement approaches were rated between 2 and 6.

5 Future Work
The ﬁndings of the conducted study indicated multiple opportunities for future
improvements on two differentlevels, design and platform in use in MRsive:
Design Level. The image of AR virtual objects normally renders on top of the real
world image in the camera view causing an incorrect depth occlusion, and a less
immersive experience. In the future, we aim to introduce depth information to the AR
scene for a more credible anchoring of virtual directions and stable navigation
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experience. Moreover, animating the system’s interface and icons could be another
addition that beneﬁts the user experience and make the navigation of the system
interface more intuitive.
Platform Level. Since most participants commented on the discomfort and disconnection caused by looking down to a screenwhile moving in the space, it is worth
exploring a shift in platform. MRsive runs on a smartphone or a tablet and it is
designed to be extended in the future so that the experience can be hosted on a headmounted display (HMD). The current limitations of HMD-based AR technology, such
as the low ﬁeld of view, bulky form factor, and often tethered hardwarecontribute to the
current difﬁculty to develop content for these platforms that can be applied readily in
museum spaces [15]. However, in the future, we aim to explore a Do-It-Yourself
(DIY) solution using mobile components, like an iPhone and a Google Cardboard with
a cutout on the camera area to create a video see-through display (Fig. 6(b)). While it
does not solve the limited ﬁeld of view (FOV) challenge [16], the shift of the interface
from the ﬁngertips (Fig. 6(a)) to the face (Fig. 6(b) and (c)) allows a proper placement
of graphical objects relative the user’s line of sight (LOS) and offers hands free
interactions with the system. Further investigations of the relationship between the
placement of the display, type of user experience, and FOV would be very valuable to
the research community and for preparing MRsive for the promising future of AR
glasses (Fig. 6(c)) and their advancement currently lead by Microsoft HoloLens and
Magic Leap.

Fig. 6. DifferentAR displays: (a) Handheld device’s display; (b) Video see-through display;
(c) Optical see-through display (smart eyeglasses).

6 Conclusion
This work has presented the development and evaluation of MRsive, a novel mobilebased 3D augmented reality system that supports indoor wayﬁnding and engagement
with art in museums; including the outcome of onsite user testing within the Art
Gallery of Ontario (AGO) in Toronto, Canada, as a testbed. Results have shown that
MRsive’s approach to indoor localization of visitors, thanks to realtime vSLAM-based
detection and tracking of feature points in the space facilitates indoor wayﬁnding and
navigation. The displayed virtual wayﬁnding cues are accurately anchored in the
physical space in the perspective view and the overall system framework proved to be
intuitive; showing a signiﬁcant improvement in wayﬁnding completion tasks, compared to traditional wayﬁnding aids. Moreover, MRsive’s application of image
recognition to turn exhibits into markers that trigger corresponding visual, auditory and
haptic representation of the art for providing multisensory interaction proved to
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increase the engagement time with a selected museum testing artifact and showed a
considerable potential in improving the understanding of this artwork. The latter hints
toward future similar approaches to encourage general interest and deeper engagement
withtoday’s museum environments.
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